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Did you know that most pioneers on the Oregon Trail went six months without bathing? Or that

ferryboat operators on the Oregon Trail could earn nearly $2,000 per day? Or that some many

pioneers found ice in the middle of the blazing hot desert? Learn about these facts and dozens

more in this eye-opening read about the Oregon Trail.

About the AuthorMichael J. Trinklein wrote and produced the award-winning PBS documentary

film "The Oregon Trail." He also wrote and produced "The Gold Rush," another PBS award-

winner. The Chicago Tribune called his writing "...never less than interesting" and the

Sacramento Bee said his work is "Polished... fast-paced... consistently interesting." A university

professor, Trinklein lives just 2 blocks from the Oregon Trail. --This text refers to the paperback

edition.
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Michael J. Trinklein.This ebook was produced with . �'< �Introduction �'# �Did you know that some

pioneers took a “shortcut” to Oregon that took them perilously close to Antarctica? Or that

ferryboat operators on the Oregon Trail could earn nearly $2,000 per day? Or that many

pioneers found ice in the middle of the blazing hot desert? It’s all true! Welcome to a fun, eye-

opening read about the Oregon Trail. �'< �Weird Wagons �'# �An Oregon-bound airline, in 1849? Don’t

laugh—it almost happened. Rufus Porter, founder of Scientific American, planned to fly

pioneers to Oregon on propeller-driven balloons powered by steam engines. He advertised the

endeavor, and 200 brave souls signed up for the trip. But the “airline” never got off the

ground.Then there was the wind wagon, a cross between a sailboat and a wagon. Because it

can be very windy in the West, it seemed like a good idea on paper. A prototype was built, and

for a brief moment it barreled across the plains at the advertised 15 miles per hour. Then it

went out of control and crashed. The inventor, “Wind-Wagon Thomas,” kept trying for years, but

never succeeded.Others took a more low-tech approach, making the trip with only a simple

wheelbarrow. It’s hard to imagine pushing a fully loaded wheelbarrow for 2,000 miles, but

several dozen people tried. For a time, they could outpace everything on the Trail, but human

endurance has its limits. It is uncertain whether any of them made it all the way.Mormon

handcarts were somewhat more sophisticated. Like wheelbarrows, they were human-powered,

but handcarts were pulled, not pushed. Thousands of handcarts made it to Salt Lake City,

Utah, but only a few made it any further.Wind Wagon in Kansas in 1860s. �'< �Oregon = Wisconsin �'# �

There are actually two states in the Union named “Oregon.” One we all know; the other

borders the west side of Lake Michigan.Confused? The second state is Wisconsin.Some

historians believe that both Oregon and Wisconsin are named after the Ouisconsink River,

(now known as the Wisconsin River) which bisects the dairy state and empties into the

Mississippi. It’s not hard to see how the name “Wisconsin” was derived from Ouisconsink, but

Oregon seems like a bit of a stretch.Here’s how it is believed to have happened. Long ago, a

mapmaker misspelled Ouisconsink as Ouracon -sint. From there it’s not too hard to see how

the name Oregon was derived.Of course, today the place we call Oregon is over a thousand

miles from the Wisconsin River, but that wasn’t clear to cartographers and explorers in the

1700s. At least one theorized that the Ouisconsink river could take him from the Great Lakes

all the way to the Pacific Northwest.He was completely wrong, but the name stuck. �'< �
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(Crazy True Stories and Anecdotes), The Ultimate Bathroom Reader: Interesting Stories, Fun

Facts and Just Crazy Weird Stuff to Keep You Entertained on the Throne! (Perfect Gag Gift),

Atlas of Improbable Places: A Journey to the World's Most Unusual Corners (Unexpected

Atlases), Brilliant Maps for Curious Minds: 100 New Ways to See the World, The United States
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Brief highlights. A twenty minute read of reasonable facts about life on

the Oregon trail, most I had never read before  It's worth the price.”

kdan, “factual. This is Karen (not Tom). This book is very interesting, especially since we plan

to trace some of the trail on a trip. It helps "set the stage" for understanding what the

emigrants went through. We are looking forward to going to the museums and stopping to see

the various sites and I will take this book along to guide us some.”

Donna Joseph, “Fantastic facts about the Oregon Trail. I found this to be a very fascinating

book it made us Australians understand more on how the the Oregon Trail came about and

what really happened on this trail and I loved how the Whitman were mentioned in the book. I'd

love to learn more. Worth a read it made me want to learn more.”

roy howe, “Would recommend. Good story”

The book by Bob Raczka has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 168 people have provided feedback.
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